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Figure 1: First setting. Discounted average total payoﬀ accumulated by coalitions (in 30 runs). Error bars
represent 95% conﬁdence intervals.
ment. Therefore, lookahead methods should do poorly here,
since agents employing them would wrongfully anticipate to
encounter speciﬁc tasks again in the near future.
In our setting, 5 agents co-exist in a homogeneous environ-
ment and form coalitions over a period of 500 RL steps. Each
one of the agents is assigned with one of 5 diﬀerent types
(so that the agents are of diﬀerent types). The agents share
a uniform common prior regarding the types of opponents.
At each RL step, the formed coalitions have 3 coalitional
actions at their disposal, with 3 possible outcome states per
action. We assume that ﬁve bandits in the Wild West face
when trying to form a successful gang. Speciﬁcally, the
“Good”, the “Bad” and the “Ugly” (agents’ types) have to
discover each other and come together in order to “Rob the
Train” (coalitional action), so as to get the “Big Money”
(outcome state). In order to do so, they will go through an
experience-gathering phase, during which it is possible to co-
alesce with other villains, performing “petit crime” actions
of lesser signiﬁcance given the coalition qualities and under-
lying stochasticity. So, during the ﬁrst 400 RL steps, the
agents are faced with two “petit-crime” problems, 1 and 2,
alternatively (with a distinct outcome transition model for
each, unknown to the agents beforehand) while they face
problem 3 during the last 100 RL steps (the “Big Crime”
phase). By the time RL step 401 is reached, they should
have gained enough experience in order to tackle problem
3 (through identifying each other correctly) and fare well
in their “Big Crime” activities, or else they are going to be
making only“Some Change”during most of the last 100 RL
steps. Speciﬁcally, if during problem 3, all three of them
form a coalition and decide to rob the train, they have 85%
probability of making Big Money. The setup of problems 1
and 2, in contrast, is such that it urges the agents to form
two-agent coalitions, so that they get information regarding
their partners’ types.
It is obvious from the results of Figure 2 that VPI domi-
nates the other methods in terms of discounted accumulated
rewards (i.e., behaviour during the “experience-gathering”
phase); it is also dominant in terms of accumulated rewards
during the ﬁnal stage of the experiment (154572 compared to
66051.3 for Myopic, 5651.13 for OSLA and 3087.73 for VPI-
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Figure 2: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly.
over-OSLA). This is because it uses myopic VPI regarding
the types of partners, and does not deal intrinsically with
the expected utility of future anticipated coalitional actions
in subsequent belief states (the VPI method is not tightly
linked to the “internal” coalition formation process used).
In contrast, the lookahead methods’ behaviour was much
poorer, as expected. Nevertheless, OSLA and VPI-over-
OSLA agents do manage to collect, during the last phase, ap-
proximately 10 and 6 times more reward, respectively, than
the MAP agents, who have been utterly confused by the
setup. We also note that in a similar setting—where agents
knew beforehand the set of dynamic tasks to be faced in the
next step—OSLA and VPI-over-OSLA did a lot better, with
VPI-over-OSLA outperforming Myopic and OSLA.
To conclude, we note that apart from consistently out-
performing the other methods, VPI is also a quite scalable
method, whose worst case running time (for an entire run,
including the negotiation phases, in the 10-agent setting)
is on the order of 700s. This makes the method more at-
tractive for realistic settings. By comparison, OSLA can
exhibit running time of the order of >25 hours per run (in
the 10-agent setting). No parallelism was used in those ex-
periments; however, the autonomous agents can be assumed